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Introduction

Stylized long-run facts:

1. No secular movement in the Beveridge curve

u   t
t  Atpv/u

.

2. No secular movement along the Beveridge curve

ut, vt, vt/ut stationary.

3. No secular trend in UE and EU rates.

From the perspective of search theory, the above observations imply that
the efficiency At of the search technology has not improved from 1926 to
2017. Telephone? Fax? Mobile? Internet? Smart phone? All irrelevant!



Introduction

Modify standard search model to distinguish between meetings and
matches:

1. Identify conditions for a Balanced Growth Path in which Beveridge
Curve, u, v, UE and EU rates are constant despite improving search
technology.

Under these conditions, improvements in search technology show up
in labor productivity growth not u.

2. Under the same conditions, u, v, UE and EU rates are constant over
time and across markets despite increasing or decreasing returns to
scale in search.

3. Develop a strategy to measure improvements in search technology,
returns to scale in search and their contribution to labor productivity
growth.



Related Literature

1. Labor search: Pissarides (1985), Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).
Sanity check: Theory argues that u and v are due to information
frictions. Basic check of the theory is to look at u and v across
environments with different information frictions.

2. Retail and IT: Baye and Morgan (2005), Ellison and Ellison (2018).
Similar puzzle: Why doesn’t IT lower price dispersion and price level?

3. Knowledge diffusion: Lucas (2006), Lucas and Moll (2014), Perla
and Tonetti (2014), Buera and Oberfield (2018), Kortum (1997).
Connection: Random search models with growth
Difference: Exogenous vs. endogenous growth. Market vs. no market.
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Firms:

Labor market:

Exogenous processes:



Environment

Workers:

- population: measure 1;
- objective: max pv of income bt,wt discounted at rate r.

Firms:

Labor market:

Exogenous processes:



Environment

Workers:

Firms:

- population: positive measure;
- technology:

maintain vacancies vt at flow unit cost kt;
CRTS technology: 1 unit of labor – ytz units of output;

- objective: max pv of income ytz − wt discounted at rate r.

Labor market:

Exogenous processes:



Environment

Workers:

Firms:

Labor market:

- ut and vt come together through a matching fn AtMut,vt;

- u meets v at rate Atp t, where  t  vt/ut and p t  M1, t;

- upon meeting u and v observe quality z  F, decide whether to match
and bargain over terms of trade.

- Matches are inspection goods.

Exogenous processes:



Environment

Workers:

Firms:

Labor market:

Exogenous processes:

- search efficiency At grows at the rate gA;
- production efficiency yt grows at the rate gy;

- unemp. benefit bt grows at the rate gb;
- vacancy cost kt grows at the rate gk.



Balanced Growth Path

Initial State: a measure of unemployed workers u0, and a distribution of
employed workers across match qualities G0

Rational Expectation Equilibrium: time-path for value and policy
functions, unemployment ut and employment Gt, that satisfy optimality,
market-clearing, and consistency conditions given u0,G0.

Balanced Growth Path: Initial State and a Rational Expectation
Equilibrium such that some variables are constant over time (u, hue, heu, )
and others grow at a constant rate (Gt).



Definition of a BGP

A BGP is a Rt,St,Gt and a  t,hue,heu,ut,gz s.t.

1. Reservation quality Rt:

ytRt  bt  Atp t Rt StzdFz

2. Surplus of a match St:

rStz  ytz − Rt  Ṡtz

3. Market tightness  t:

kt  At
p t
 t

1 −  
Rt
StzdFz



Definition of a BGP

A BGP is a Rt,St,Gt and a  t,hue,heu,ut,gz s.t.

4. Stationarity of UE, EU, u and  t:

Atp1 − FRt  hue,

Gt′RtṘt  heu,

1 − utheu  uthue,

 t  .

5. Distribution Gt of workers across z such that every quantile ztx grows
at some constant rate gz:

1 − utGt′ztxztxgz  utAtp tFztx − FRt  1 − utGt′RtRtgz.



Necessary Conditions for a BGP

N1 A BGP may exist only if F is Pareto with some coefficient .

Sketch: The stationarity condition for the UE rate is:

Atp1 − FRt  hue, ∀t ≥ 0.

Differentiating with respect to t, we obtain

gA 
F ′Rt

1 − FRt
Rtgz

The differential equation for F has the unique solution

Fz  1 − zℓ
z

.



Necessary Conditions for a BGP

N2 A BGP may exist only if gb and gk are equal to gy  gz.

Sketch: Combining the equilibrium conditions for Rt and , we obtain:

ytRt  bt 


1 −  kt, ∀t ≥ 0.

The condition above can only be satisfied if

gb,gk  gy  gz



Existence and Uniqueness of a BGP

The condition for the surplus can be written as:

Stz  
t

td
e−r−tyz − yR d.

Solving the integral gives:

Stz  yt z
r − gy 1 − Rt

z
r−gy
gz

− Rt
r − gy − gz 1 − Rt

z
r−gy−gz
gz .

Using the expression above and the fact that F is Pareto, we can solve for
the expected surplus of a meeting between a firm and a worker


Rt
StzdFz  ytRt

−−1.



Existence and Uniqueness of a BGP

1. Reservation quality Rt grows at the constant rate gz  gA/:

ytRt  bt  Atp Rt StzdFz

ytRt
−−1

2. Market tightness  t is constant

kt  At
p
 1 −  

Rt
StzdFz

ytRt
−−1



Existence and Uniqueness of a BGP

3. Quality distribution Gtz grows at constant rate gz  gA/ and starts at

G0z  1 − R0
z


.

4. Unemployment ut is constant and starts at

u0 
gA

gA  A0p1 − FR0
.

5. UE and EU rates are both constant.



Existence and Uniqueness of a BGP

We have established the following.

Proposition 1: Take arbitrary growth rates gy  0 and gA  0.

A BGP exists if and only if:

(a) F is Pareto with coefficient ;
(b) gb and gk are equal to gy  gA/.

If a BGP exists, it is unique and such that:

(i) u, , hue, heu are constant over time;
(ii) Gt is Pareto truncated at Rt growing at rate gz  gA/;
(iii) labor productivity grows at rate gy  gA/.



Existence and Uniqueness of a BGP

Comments to Proposition 1:

1. The conditions that b and k grow at the same rate as labor productivity
obtain endogenously if unemployment benefits are proportional to
wages and if vacancy costs are labor costs.

2. The condition that F is Pareto does not mean that there is a large
variance in the quality of different matches. Indeed, for  large, the
variance of F is low.

3. The condition that F is Pareto means that the support of match quality
is unbounded. This can be relaxed. The BGP holds between 1929 to
2019, as long as F is Pareto over the interval R1929,R2019 and the
conditional mean of F for z  R2019 is the same mean as for a Pareto.

4. Isomorphic model: differentiated workers and vacancies located on a
circle, output depends on distance zd  1/d−1/ (Boyan transform)



Search on the Job

The baseline model assumes that workers only search when unemployed.
We consider a more general environment, in which workers search for jobs
both when unemployed and when employed. We let  ∈ 0,1 denote the
relative search intensity of employed workers.



Search on the Job

A BGP is a Rt,St,Gt and a  t,hue,heu,ut,gz s.t.

1. Reservation quality Rt:

ytRt  bt  Atp1 −  Rt StzdFz

2. Surplus of a match St:

rStz  ytz − Rt − Atp Stz1 − Fz  
Rt

z
StẑdFẑ  S tz.

3. Market tightness  t:

kt  At
p t
 t

u
u  1 − u 1 −  Rt StẑdFẑ

At
p t
 t

1 − u
u  1 − u 1 −  Rt zStẑ − StzdFẑ dGtz.



Search on the Job

A BGP is a Rt,St,Gt and a  t,hue,heu,ut,gz s.t.

4. Stationarity of UE, EU, ut and  t:

Atp t1 − FRt  hue,

Gt′RtṘt  heu,

1 − utheu  uthue.

5. Distribution Gt of workers across z such that every quantile ztx grows
at some constant rate gz:

1 − utGtztxegzdt − Gtztx  utAtp tFztxegzdt − FRtegzdtdt

 1 − utGtRtegzdt − GtRt  1 − utAtp t1 − FztxGtztx.



Search on the Job

N1 A BGP may exist only if F is Pareto with some coefficient .

N2 A BGP may exist only if gb and gk are equal to gy  gz.



Search on the Job

The condition for the surplus is:

rStz  ytz − Rt − Atp Stz1 − Fz  
Rt

z
StẑdFẑ  S tz.

Solving for Stz seems hopeless....



Search on the Job

We guess and we verify that

Stzegzt  S0zegygzt.

This allows us to rewrite the condition for Stz as:

rStz  ytz − Rt − Atp Stz1 − Fz  
Rt

z
StẑdFẑ

 gy  gzStz − zgzSt′z.

Then, we show that:

- the expected surplus Su,t of a meeting between a firm and an
unemployed worker grows at the constant rate gy −  − 1gz;

- the expected surplus Se,t of a meeting between a firm and an employed
worker grows at the constant rate gy −  − 1gz.



Search on the Job

1. Reservation quality Rt grows at the constant rate gz  gA/:

ytRt  bt  Atp1 − 

Su,t

gy −  − 1gz

2. Market tightness  t is constant

kt  At
p
 1 −  u

u  1 − u Su,t 
1 − u
u  1 − u Se,t

gy −  − 1gz



Search on the Job

3. Quality distribution Gtz grows at constant rate gz and starts at

G0z 
exp−A0pFz/gA − exp−A0pFR0/gA

1 − exp−A0pFR0/gA
.

4. Unemployment ut is constant and starts at

u0 
exp−A0pFR0/gA

1 − 1 − exp−A0pFR0/gA
.

5. UE and EU rates are both constant.



Search on the Job

Workers search on the job with relative intensity  ∈ 0,1.

Proposition 2: Take arbitrary growth rates gy  0 and gA  0.

A BGP exists if and only if:

(a) F is Pareto with coefficient ;
(b) gb and gk are equal to gy  gA/.

Any BGP is such that:

(i) u, , hue, heu are constant over time;
(ii) Gt is Fréchet truncated at Rt and grows at rate gz  gA/;
(iii) labor productivity grows at rate gy  gA/.



Population Growth

Baseline model assumes constant population. Assumption is w.l.o.g. as
long as the matching function has constant returns to scale.

We consider a more general environment in which the population might
grow and the matching function may have non-constant returns to scale.

- Population:

Nt  N0 expgNt;

- Matching function:

AtNt
  NtMut,vt.

* The overall efficiency of the search process is

Ât  Nt
At  Â0egNgAt.



Population Growth

Population grows at rate gN and matching fn is AtNt1Mut,vt.

Proposition 3: Take arbitrary growth rates gy  0, gA  0, gN  0 such that
the overall search efficiency improves over time, i.e. gA  gN  0.

A BGP exists if and only if:

(a) F is Pareto with coefficient ;
(b) gb and gk are equal to gy  gA  gN/.

Any BGP is such that:

(i) u, , hue, heu are constant over time;
(ii) Gt is Pareto truncated at Rt and grows at rate gz  gA  gN/;
(iii) labor productivity grows at rate gy  gA  gN/.



Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations

Assuming a BGP, some quantitative questions arise:

1. Can’t infer growth of search efficiency from time trends of u, , hue, heu.
a. Measure technological improvements in search process?
b. Measure contribution to economic growth of improvements in

search process?

2. Can’t infer returns to scale in search from time trends or cross-sections
of u, , hue, heu
a. Measure returns to scale in search process?
b. Measure the contribution to economic growth of returns to scale in

search process?



Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations

Average number of applications per vacancy are

AtNt
q t.

- In the model, applications per vacancy grow at rate gN  gA.

- In the data, applications per vacancy were 24 in 1981 (EOPP) and 45
in 2010 (Career Builder, SnagAJob).

- These observations suggest

gN  gA  2.2%



Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations

Relative number of applications per vacancy in two markets of sizes N1
and N2 with the same search technology is

A1,tN1,t
 q1,t

A2,tN2,t
 q2,t

 N1,t
N2,t



.

- In the model, elasticity of applications per vacancy wrt size is .

- In the data, elasticity of applications per vacancy wrt size is 0.52.
- These observations suggest   0.52 and

gN  0.52  1.1%  0.6%

gA  gA  gN −

gN  1.6%

2.2% 0.6%



Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations



Back-of-the-Envelope Calculations


